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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we give new results for the set cover problem in the
fully dynamic model. In this model, the set of “active” elements
to be covered changes over time. The goal is to maintain a nearoptimal solution for the currently active elements, while making
few changes in each timestep. This model is popular in both dynamic and online algorithms: in the former, the goal is to minimize
the update time of the solution, while in the latter, the recourse
(number of changes) is bounded. We present generic techniques for
the dynamic set cover problem inspired by the classic greedy and
primal-dual offline algorithms for set cover. The former leads to a
competitive ratio of O(log nt ), where nt is the number of currently
active elements at timestep t, while the latter yields competitive ratios dependent on ft , the maximum number of sets that a currently
active element belongs to. We demonstrate that these techniques
are useful for obtaining tight results in both settings: update time
bounds and limited recourse, exhibiting algorithmic techniques
common to these two parallel threads of research.
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INTRODUCTION

In the (offline) set cover problem, we are given a universe U of n
elements and a family F of m sets with non-negative costs. The
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goal is to find a subfamily of sets S ⊆ F of minimum cost that
covers U . Several techniques achieve an approximation factor of
ln n for this problem, and we cannot achieve (1 − ε) ln n in unless
P = N P [15, 39]. The set cover problem has been popular due to its
wide applicability. However, in many applications of this problem,
we want to cover some subset A ⊆ U of the universe, and this set
changes over time. In general, each update to A inserts or deletes
an element, and now we must allow our algorithm to change the
solution to restore the feasibility and approximation. We call this
the (fully-)dynamic set cover problem.
As in all dynamic algorithms, we want to avoid recomputing
the solution from scratch, and hence constrain our algorithm to
make only “limited” changes. This means it cannot use the offline algorithm off-the-shelf. Two different communities—in online
algorithms and in dynamic algorithms—have approached such
problems in somewhat different ways. Mainly, they differ in the restrictions they place on the changes we can make after each update
in the input. In online algorithms, where decisions are traditionally
irrevocable, the dynamic version of the model allows us to change
a small number of past decisions while maintaining a good competitive ratio. The number of changes at each step is called its recourse.
In the context of set cover, at each update, the algorithm is allowed
to change a limited number of sets in the solution. In contrast, in
dynamic algorithms, the parameter of interest is the running time
to implement this change. This running time is usually called the
update time.
Note the difference between the models: the online model ostensibly does not care about run-times and places only an informationtheoretic restriction, whereas the dynamic model places a stronger,
computational restriction. Hence, a bound on the update time automatically implies the same bound on recourse, but not the other way
around. In most cases, however, this observation cannot be used directly because the recourse bounds one desires (and can achieve) are
much smaller than the bounds on update time. This is perhaps the
reason that research in these two domains has progressed largely
independent of each other; one exception is [28] for the Steiner
tree problem. Indeed, for set cover, online algorithms researchers
have focused on obtaining (poly)logarithmic approximations in the
insert-only model with no recourse [2]. In dynamic algorithms,
this problem has been studied as an extension of dynamic matching/vertex cover, and the current results give approximation factors
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that depend on f , the maximum element frequency.1 In this paper,
we bring these two strands of research closer together, both in
terms of algorithmic techniques and achieved results. We give new
results, and improve existing ones, in both domains, and develop a
general framework that should prove useful for other problems in
both domains.

1.1

Our Results

Following the literature, our recourse/update time bounds, except
where explicitly stated, are amortized bounds. In other words, the
recourse/update time in a single input step can be higher than the
given bounds, but the average over any prefix of input steps obeys
these bounds.
Let nt denote the number of elements that need to be covered
at time t, and n denote the maximum value of nt , i.e., n = maxt nt .
Similarly, let ft be the maximum frequency of elements active at
time t, and f = maxt ft . Our main results for the setting of online
algorithms with recourse are:
Theorem 1.1 (Recourse). For the fully dynamic set-cover problem, there is a
(a) polynomial time O(log nt )-competitive and O(1)-recourse
per input step deterministic algorithm, and
(b) polynomial time O(ft )-competitive and O(1)-recourse per
input step randomized algorithm.
Moreover, these can be combined to give a single algorithm that
achieves O(min(ft , log nt ))-competitiveness with O(1) recourse.
The only prior result known for online set cover is the seminal
O(log m log n) competitive algorithm for the classical (insertiononly, no recourse) online model with m sets and n elements [2].
Moreover, there is a matching Ω(log m log n) lower bound, assuming N P * BPP [27]. Hence, our result shows that this lower bound
breaks down even if we allow only (amortized) constant changes
in the solution per input step; moreover, we are able to remove the
dependence on the number of sets m altogether from the competitive ratio. This is particularly useful because many problems in
combinatorial optimization can be modeled as set cover using exponentially many sets, e.g., the standard way to model non-metric
facility location as set cover has exponentially many sets. Observe
that our competitive ratio is asymptotically tight assuming P , N P.
Next, we give our results for dynamic set cover in the updatetime setting:
Theorem 1.2 (Update Time). For the fully-dynamic set cover
problem, there is a
(a) polynomial time O(log nt )-competitive deterministic algorithm with O(f log n) update time, and
(b) polynomial time O(ft3 )-competitive deterministic algorithm
with O(f 2 ) update time.
Moreover, we can combine these into a single algorithm that achieves
O(min(ft3 , log nt ))-competitive algorithm with O(f (f + log n)) update time.
1 The frequency of an element is the number of sets it belongs to; hence f = 2 for
vertex cover instances, where the elements are edges and the sets are vertices, since
an edge/element belongs to two vertices/sets.

To the best of our knowledge, part (a) above is the first result
to obtain a competitive ratio independent of the maximum element frequency f , with guarantees on the update time. Indeed,
the current-best existing result for dynamic set cover obtains a
competitive ratio of O(f 2 ) with O(f log n) update time [10]. Our
result of part (b) is able to remove the dependence on log n in the
update time, although the competitive ratio worsens from O(f 2 ) to
O(f 3 ).
For the case of vertex cover where f = 2, we obtain an O(1)competitive deterministic algorithm for the dynamic (weighted)
vertex cover problem, with O(1) update time. The previous-best
deterministic algorithm was (2 + ε)-competitive with O(ε −2 log n)
update time [11]. For randomized algorithms, Solomon [37] recently
gave an algorithm to maintain maximal matchings with O(1) update time; this gives a 2-competitive algorithm for (unweighted)
vertex cover. Our algorithm can be seen as giving (a) a deterministic counterpart to Solomon’s result for vertex cover (see [11] for a
discussion of the challenges in getting a deterministic algorithm
that matches the randomized results in this context), and (b) extending it from unweighted vertex cover to weighted set cover (a.k.a.
hypergraph vertex cover).
Non-Amortized Results. Given these amortized bounds on recourse and update time, one may wonder about non-amortized
bounds. We give a partial answer to this question, for the case of
recourse bounds. We show that if the algorithm were given exponential time, the recourse bound in Theorem 1.1(a) can be made
non-amortized. We leave the problem of obtaining polynomial-time
algorithms with non-amortized guarantees for these models an
interesting open question.
Theorem 1.3. There is a O(log n)-competitive deterministic algorithm for the dynamic set cover problem, with O(1) non-amortized
recourse per input step. If all sets have the same cost (unweighted set
cover), then the competitive ratio improves to O(1). This algorithm
runs in exponential time.

1.2

Our Techniques

We grouped our results based on recourse or update time, but the
techniques give a different natural grouping. Indeed, the O(log n)competitive results are obtained by greedy-based algorithms, and
the frequency-based results rely on primal-dual techniques.
Greedy Algorithms. The results presented in Theorems 1.1(a) and
1.2(a) are based on a novel dynamic greedy framework for the set
cover problem. A barrier to making greedy algorithms dynamic
is their sequential nature, and element inserts/deletes can play
havoc with this. However, we abstract out the intrinsic properties
that the analysis of greedy uses, and show these properties can be
maintained fast, and with small amounts of recourse. Our algorithm
does simple “local” moves, and the analysis uses a fractional token
scheme to ensure constant recourse and small run-time.
In more detail, the greedy algorithm chooses sets one-by-one,
minimizing the incremental cost-per-element covered at each step.
The analysis then shows that the number of elements covered at
incremental-costs ≈ 2i (Opt/n ) is at most n/2i , which will easily
give us the desired O(log n) bound for approximation factor. So our
abstraction in the dynamic setting is then the following: try to cover
as many elements at low incremental costs! Indeed, if at some time
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we can find a set S along with some elements X ⊆ S such that the
new incremental-cost c S/|X | is at most half the current incrementalcost for each element in X , then we add such a set to the solution,
and repeat. Of course, changes beget other changes—if set S now
covers element e which was covered by T , the cost of T is now
shared among fewer elements, causing their incremental-costs to
increase. This can cause cascades of changes. We nevertheless show
that this works using a delicate (fractional) token-based argument:
each new element brings L tokens with it, and any time a new set
is bought, we expend one token. If we make sure that the total
tokens remaining is always non-negative, we’d be done. Proving
that this can be done with L = O(1) tokens per element is the basis
of Theorem 1.1(a). The proof of Theorem 1.2(a) is similar, albeit we
need to now argue about running times.
Primal-Dual Algorithms. The results of Theorems 1.1(b) and 1.2(b)
are inspired by primal-dual algorithms. Offline, we raise some duals
until some set constraint becomes tight (so that the set is paid for):
we then pick this set in our solution. Elements pay for at most f
sets, hence the f -approximation. But if elements disappear and
take their dual with them, tight constraints can become slack, and
we must take recourse action.
For Theorem 1.2(b), let us use vertex cover to illustrate our ideas.
Inspired by previous work [6, 11, 37], a natural idea is to place each
vertex v at some integer level `(v), and set the dual ye for an edge
(u, v) to be 1/2max(`(u), `(v )) . To define the solution, then we include
all vertices whose dual constraints are approximately tight i.e.,
Í
S = {v : 1/2 ≤ e∼v ye ≤ 2}. The cost is automatically bounded
because we only include approximately-tight vertices, and the dual
solution is approximately feasible. Now, when edges arrive/depart,
these bounds might be violated and then we move the vertices
up or down accordingly. To bound the updates, we again use a
token scheme, where tokens are added by arrivals/deletions, and
are spent on updates. When vertices move, they also transfer some
tokens to their neighbors on incident edges, which then use up these
tokens when they move, and so on. A key idea in our analysis is to
use asymmetry in token transfer—vertices moving down transfer
more tokens to their neighbors than vertices moving up. Using
this idea, we obtain a deterministic constant-competitive vertex
cover algorithm with constant update time. These ideas extend to
the set cover setting, giving O(f 3 )-competitive O(f 2 ) update time
algorithms; this is the first result for dynamic set cover with update
time independent of n.
Finally, Theorem 1.1(b): getting f -competitiveness and O(f )recourse is easy, but making this O(1)-recourse is the challenge. We
show that an elegant randomized algorithm due to Pitt [33]—for
an uncovered element e, pick a random set covering it from the
“harmonic” distribution, and repeat—can be made dynamic with
O(1)-recourse. We then use dual-fitting to bound the cost.
Combiner Algorithm: We then show how we can dynamically
maintain the best-of-both solutions with the same recourse or updatetime bounds. In the offline setting, getting such an algorithm is
trivial as we can simply output the solution with lower cost. However, this is not immediate in the dynamic setting as the lower-cost
solution could oscillate between the two solutions we maintain; so
we exploit the values of the two competitive-ratio guarantees to
design our overall combiner algorithm.
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1.3

Related Work

Set cover has been studied both in the offline [39] and online settings [2]; under suitable complexity-theoretic assumptions, both
the O(log n) and O(f )-approximations are best possible.
Dynamic algorithms are a vibrant area of research; see [16] for
many applications and pointers. Maintaining approximate vertex
covers and approximate matchings in a dynamic setting have seen
much interest in recent years, starting with [31]; see [6–8, 10–12,
23, 30]. For the exact version of the problem [35] gives polynomial
update times, and logarithmic times are ruled out by recent works [1,
24, 26].
The study of online algorithms with recourse goes back at least
to the dynamic Steiner tree problem in [25]: motivated by lower
bounds for fully-dynamic inputs [4, 5] for online scheduling problems, [3, 17, 32, 34, 36, 38] studied models with job reassignments.
Maintaining an exact matching with small recourse was studied
by [13, 14, 18]; low-load assignments and flows by [22, 38], Steiner
trees by [19, 21, 28, 29]. As far as we know, Łacki et al. [28] are
the only previous work trying to bridge the online recourse and
dynamic algorithms communities.
Recently and independently, Bhattacharya et al. [9] get a deterministic O(1)-competitive, O(1) update-time algorithm for dynamic
vertex cover.

1.4

Notation

The input is a set system (U , F); c S is the cost of set S. In (dynamic)
set cover, the input sequence is σ = hσ1 , σ2 , . . .i, where request σt is
either (et , +) or (et , −). The initial active set A0 = ∅. If σt = (et , +),
then At ← At −1 ∪ {et }; if σt = (et , −) then At ← At −1 \ {et }. We
do not need to know either the universe U or the entire family F
up-front. Indeed, at time t, we know only the elements seen so far,
and which sets they belong to. When a new element arrives, it also
reveals the sets containing it (which could include new singleton
sets). We need to maintain a feasible set cover St ⊆ F, i.e., the sets
in St must cover the set of active elements At . Define nt := |At |
and n = maxt nt . The frequency of an element e ∈ U is the number
of sets of F it belongs to; let ft := maxe ∈At frequency(e) be the
maximum frequency of any active element at time t. Let Optt be
the cost of the optimal set cover for the set system (At , F).

Recourse and Update Times. The recourse is the number of sets we
add or drop from our set cover over the course of the algorithm, as
a function of the length of the input sequence. An online algorithm
is α-competitive with r (amortized) recourse if at every time t, the
solution St has total cost at most α · Optt , and the total recourse in
the first t steps is at most r · t. Since every dropped set must have
been added at some point and we maintain at most nt sets at time
t—at most one for each active element—counting only the number
of sets dropped until time t changes the recourse only by a constant
factor. For r worst-case recourse, the number of sets dropped at each
time-step must be at most r . In the update-time model, we measure
the amount of time taken to update the solution St −1 to St . We use
the terms amortized or worst-case update time similarly.
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DYNAMIC GREEDY ALGORITHMS

In this section, we will present algorithms for the dynamic set cover
problem that are inspired by the classic greedy algorithm for the offline set cover problem. First, we give a deterministic algorithm with
competitive ratio O(log nt ) that uses O(log n) (amortized) update
time per timestep (establishing Theorem 1.2(a)). We then outline our
algorithm in the recourse model: we get O(log nt )-competitiveness
with O(1) (amortized) recourse (establishing Theorem 1.1(a)). These
algorithms are based on a common framework where we abstract
a greedylike property of set cover solutions that guarantees an
O(log nt ) competitive ratio. The main technical work in these results is in using a token redistribution scheme to show the update
time / recourse bounds. Tokens are added to the system in each
timestep; for update time, tokens are expended in algorithmic steps
for suitably updating the data structures maintained by the algorithm, whereas for recourse, tokens are used to make changes to
the solution being maintained by the algorithm.

2.1

Dynamic Greedy for Update Time

We now describe our fully dynamic greedy set cover algorithm
in the update-time setting. Our algorithm maintains a solution
(denoted St at time t) with sets that cover the active elements At .
In addition, it also maintains an assignment φ t (e) of each active
element e to a unique set in St covering it; define covt (S) := {e |
φ t (e) = S } to be the set of elements assigned to S, and S is said to
be responsible for covering the elements in covt (S). By definition,
the sets {covt (S) | S ∈ St } are mutually disjoint and their union is
At . Our algorithm also uses the notions of volume and density:
Volume. At each time, our algorithm maintains for every element a
notion of volume vol(e) > 0.
Density. Define the density of a set S in St as:
Õ
ρ t (S) := c(S)/
vol(e),
e ∈covt (S )

similarly to denote the collection of sets (and elements) in levels
i + 1 and greater.
We can now define the crucial “greedylike” concept in the dynamic setting — the notion of stability.
Stable Solutions. A solution St is stable if for every density level
`, there is no subset X of elements currently at level ` (perhaps
covered by different sets) that can all be covered by some set S,
Í
such that the density of the resulting set c(S)/ e ∈X vol(e) < 2` ,
i.e., the set S (if added to St ) and these elements X would belong
in a strictly lower density level.
Loosely, stability means there is no collection of elements that
can jointly “defect” to be covered by a set S which charges them less
cost-per-element. Now the dynamic algorithm just tries to maintain
a stable solution. The algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. When
a new element arrives, we add the cheapest set containing it to
our solution. Observe that our solution may keep multiple copies
of the same set (each copy would be covering disjoint subsets of
elements). During each insert/delete operation, the algorithm calls
the procedure Stabilitze which ensures that the solution satisfies
the stability property as described above.
Algorithm 1 Dynamic(et , ±)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

the ratio of its cost and the volume of elements it covers.

14:

For the algorithm below, we will set vol(e) = 1 for all e, and
hence the density of a set S is the standard notion of per-elementcost of covering elements in covt (S). Later, we will use a different
notion of volume in our recourse algorithm. In fact, our algorithms
for the recourse and update-time settings are identical except for the
way we define volume of elements.

15:

Density Levels. We also place each set in St in some density level.
Each density level ` has an associated range R ` := [2` , 2`+10 ] of
densities. Any set S at level ` must have density ρ t (S) in the interval
R ` . We say that element e is at level ` if its covering set φ t (e) is at
level `.
Note that adjacent density ranges overlap across multiple levels;
this range gives the necessary friction which prevents too many
changes in our algorithm which helps in bounding both recourse
and update time. The algorithm will dynamically make sure that
each set S ∈ St covering a set covt (S) of elements at some time t
will be placed in one of its allowed levels. For a level i, we let At (i)
denote the set of active elements which are assigned to sets at level
i; i.e., At (i) := {e ∈ At | φ(e) ∈ Lt (i)}. Define Lt (> i) and At (> i)

if the operation σt is (et , +) then
let S be the cheapest set containing et
(so, covt (S) is just {et }.)
let i be highest level s.t. 2i ≤ c S = ρ t (S)
add a copy of S to Lt (i)
else if the operation σt is (et , −) then
remove et from the set S = φ t (e) covering it;
Let i be the level such that S ∈ Lt (i)
if S becomes empty then
remove this copy of S
else if current density of S is > 2i+10 then
move S to highest level ` s.t. 2` ≤ ρ t (S)
end if
end if
call Stabilize(t)

Analysis Preliminaries. We now analyze the algorithm. We will
show that that the cost of the solutions St are always at most a
logarithmic factor off the optimal solution at time step t, and also
bound the total amortized recourse. But first, we show that Stabilize
terminates in finite steps.
Claim 2.1. Algorithm Stabilize terminates.
Proof. Suppose some change in the algorithm (either an arrival
or departure) triggered a call to Stabilize. Now, we show that the
while loop terminates after finitely many steps. Let `0 be the lowest
level of any set when we call Stabilize. Consider the vector vt =
(nt`0 , nt`0 +1 , nt`0 +2 , . . .), where nit is the number of elements at level
i in the current solution, i.e., nit = |At (i)|. We claim that this vector
always increases lexicographically when we perform an iteration of
the outermost while loop in Algorithm Stabilize. Indeed, when pick
a set S (and a corresponding index i), the new level for S is i ? ≤ i
by definition, and hence all elements in covt (S) move down from a
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Lemma 2.3. The solution St has cost O(log nt ) Optt .2

Algorithm 2 Stabilize(t)
1:
2:
3:
4:

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

while ∃S ∈ F and level i s.t. c S/|S ∩At (i) | < 2i do
add copy of set S to St , set covt (S) to S ∩ At (i)
?
assign S to highest level i ? s.t. 2i ≤ ρ t (S)
while there exists a set X at level
covt (X ) ∩ covt (S) , ∅ do
set covt (X ) ← covt (X ) \ covt (S)
Update ρ t (X ) accordingly.
if covt (X ) = ∅ then
remove X from the solution
else if ρ t (X ) > 2i+10 then
Let ` be highest level s.t. 2` ≤ ρ t (X )
assign X to level `.
end if
end while
end while

i

s.t.

level ≥ i to a level < i. Some elements at level above i (covered by
sets corresponding to X in the description of the algorithm) may
move to levels higher than i, but none of the levels at or below i
lose any elements. Hence the vector vt increases lexicographically.
Since none of the coordinates of this vector can be larger than nt ,
this process must terminate finitely.

The curious reader might wonder whether we need the above
proof given that we would in any case need to bound the total
update time of the algorithm. However, our update time analysis
uses the finite termination of Stabilize and so we need this result.
We next show some crucial invariants satisfied by the algorithm:
(i) The current density ρ t (S) of a set S ∈ Lt (i) satisfies
2i ≤ ρ t (S) ≤ 2i+10 .
(ii) For each level i ∈ Z, there exists no set S ∈ F such that
c S/ |S ∩At (i) | < 2i , i.e., if we include a new copy of S into the
solution and cover the elements in S ∩ At (i), then all the
elements in S ∩ At (i) will strictly improve their density level
(from ≥ i to < i)
It is now easy to check that the algorithm maintains both the
invariants.
Claim 2.2. The solution St satisfies both the invariants at all
times.
Proof. Suppose the invariants are satisfied by St . Then during
the next operation, each set that is added (in both the algorithms
Dynamic and Stabilize) is placed at a level that satisfies invariant (i).
Moreover, the algorithm Stabilize iterates till invariant (ii) is satisfied (and always moves sets to the right levels to satisfy invariant (i)).
So since the procedure terminates by Claim 2.1, we know that it
satisfies both invariants at the end of time t + 1 as well.

Cost Analysis. Next we bound the cost of our solution. Recall
that Optt denotes the cost of the optimal solution at time t. Let ρ t
denote Optt /nt , and i t be the index such that 2i t −1 < ρ t ≤ 2i t .

Proof. By Invariant (i), the density of any set at levels i t or lower
is at most 2i t +10 < 211 · ρ t . So the total cost of sets in Lt (≤ i t ) is
at most nt · 211 · ρ t ≤ 211 · Optt .
In order to bound the cost of sets at higher levels, we first claim
that for all non-negative integers i ≥ 0, the number of elements
covered by sets at levels i t +i is at most nt /2i ; i.e., |At (i t +i)| ≤ nt /2i .
Suppose not. Consider the optimal solution for At restricted to the
elements in At (i t + i). It is easy to see that there exists a set S
in this solution for which c S/|S ∩At (i t +i)| ≤ Optt/|At (i t +i)| < 2i+i t .
But then this set S and level i + i t would violate invariant (ii), a
contradiction. This proves the claim;
Now, for each such level i t + i, where 1 ≤ i ≤ log2 nt + 2, the
density of sets in the solution at this level is at most 2i t +i+10 (due
to invariant (i)). therefore, the total cost of sets in this level (volume
times density) is at most 2i t +i+10 · nt/2i ≤ 211 · Optt .
Finally, the above claim also implies that all elements are covered
by level i t + log nt + 2. So summing the above cost-per-level bound
over levels i t , . . . , i t + log nt + 2 completes the proof.

Bounding Element-Level Changes. We bound the update time
in two parts: in the first part, we (fractionally) assign tokens to
elements, so that whenever a new set S is created in Stabilize,
we will expend Ω(1) tokens from the system and redistribute the
remaining tokens to satisfy some token invariants. In addition, we
also expend Ω(1) tokens for each element which changes its level.
Finally in the third part (in the full version of the paper [20]) we
show how to maintain data structures so that the amortized time
to update them can be charged to O(f ) times the number of tokens
expended. So if the total number of tokens injected into the system
is at most O(log n) per element insertion or deletion, we would get
our amortized update time to be O(f log n) per element insertion
or deletion. We now proceed with the details of the first part.
In order to clearly describe our token invariant, we define something called the base level (denoted by b(e)) of an element e to be
the largest integer i such that 2i ≤ c S e where S e is the cheapest set
covering e.
Claim 2.4. Each element e is covered by a set at level at least
lot (e) := b(e) − dlog nt e − 10 or above.
Proof. Suppose e is covered by a set S in level i at the beginning
of time t. At this time, density of S is at most 2i+10 . Since c S ≥ 2b(e) ,
and density of S is at least cnSt , it follows that i ≥ b(e) − dlog nt e − 10.
During the operation at time t, e could change levels. Suppose we
add a new set S containing e during Algorithm Stabilize. If S is
added to level i, we know that ρ t (S) ≤ 2i+1 . Since ρ t (S) ≥ c S /nt ≥
2b(e) /nt , we see that i ≥ b(e) − dlog nt e − 2. Any other operation
will only move e to a higher level. This proves the claim.

Our token distribution scheme will ensure that the following property is always satisfied:
2 In fact we show, in the full version of this paper, that the cost is at most
O (log ∆t ) Optt where ∆t is the maximum set size maxS ∈F |S ∩ At | at time t .
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Token Invariant: Any element e ∈ At covered at level i has
at least 2(i − lot (e) + 1) ≥ 2 tokens.
Token Distribution Scheme: We inject tokens when elements
arrive, and redistribute them an element gets assigned to a different
set or departs. Crucially, our redistribution would ensure that every
time a new set is added to St , a constant number of tokens are
expended from the system. More formally:
(a) Element arrival σt = (et , +): We give et a total of 2dlog nt e+
21 tokens, and et immediately expends one unit of token
for the formation of the singleton set covering it.
(b) Element departure σt = (et , −): Suppose e was covered
by some set S at level i. Then et has at least 2 tokens (by
Claim 2.4 and the token invariant) and so it expends one
token from the system, and equally distributes at least one
token to the remaining elements covered by S.
(c) Stabilize operation: Suppose we add a set S to the solution
St at some level i ? during an iteration of the While loop
in Stabilize. Consider any element e now covered by S but
earlier covered by some set X j at level i. Suppose e has
τe ≥ 2(i − lot (e) + 1) tokens (since it currently satisfies
the token invariant). To satisfy e’s new token requirement,
e retains τe0 = 2(i ? − lot (e) + 1) tokens. Then, e expends
1/2(τe − τe0 ) tokens from the system toward the creation of
this set, and equally distributes the remaining 1/2(τe − τe0 )
tokens among the remaining elements still covered by X ,
i.e., the set of elements covt (X ) \ covt (S). Now if a set
violates invariant (i) and moves up, each remaining element
in covt (X ) expends 1 token from the system (which we show
can be done while satisfying the new token invariant for
these elements).
(d) Phase transition: When nt becomes a power of two, say
2k , and suppose the previous (different) power-of-two
value of nt was 2k−1 , then we give each element in At
additional 2 tokens. This is because each element’s token
invariant has changed (because lot (e) has increased by 1)
and it needs two extra tokens.3
Claim 2.5. The total number of tokens introduced into the system
Í
is O( t (log nt )).
Proof. New tokens are introduced only when elements arrive,
and when nt becomes a power of two. Every element arrival introduces O(log nt ) tokens with it. Moreover, when nt becomes a
power-of-two, say, 2k and the previous power-of-two value of nt
was 2k −1 , then we add 2 · 2k tokens into the system in step (d) in the
token distribution scheme. But we can charge these extra tokens to
the 2k −1 arrivals which must have happened in the period when
nt increased from 2k −1 to 2k . So each arrival is associated with
introducing O(log nt ) tokens, which completes the proof.

Claim 2.6. Whenever an element moves its level up or down, one
unit of token is expended from the system.
the previous (different) power-of-two value of n t was 2k +1 , then we have seen
departures and the token requirement is weaker, so we don’t need to give extra tokens
in this case.

Proof. This is easy to see, as whenever we create a new copy of
any set S, we explicitly make each element in S expend one token
in step (c) above. Likewise, when a set moves up levels for violating
invariant (i), we make each element expend one token from the
system.

Lemma 2.7. The Token Invariant is always satisfied.
Proof. We prove this by induction: suppose the invariant holds
for all times up to t − 1 and consider a time-step t. Firstly, we
show that when nt becomes a power-of-two, the token invariant
is satisfied. Indeed, suppose we have nt = 2k , and the previous
(different) power-of-two value of nt was 2k −1 . Then the token
invariant for each element increases by 2, which we make sure
in step (d) in the token distribution scheme. On the other hand,
suppose the previous power-of-two was nt = 2k +1 , then the token
invariant only becomes weaker and so is trivially satisfied.
Next, we show that the invariant holds if the operation σ t is
(e, +). Indeed, we add a new set at level b(e) to cover e and also give
it 2dlog nt e + 21 tokens in step (a) of the token scheme. It expends
one token, and the rest clearly satisfy its token invariant since it is
placed at level b(e). Similarly, if the operation is (e t , −), we simply
delete e t . Since it had at least 2 tokens by Claim 2.4, we are able to
make it give 1 token to the remaining elements covered by the set
which was covering e t and also expend 1 token from the system.
Now we show that the operation Stabilize maintains the invariant. Suppose we find a set S during an iteration of the While loop
of procedure Stabilize. Firstly note that the elements which are
covered by the new set have requisite number of tokens since they
each drop their level by at least one and we ensure in the token
scheme property (c) that they retain sufficiently many tokens to
satisfy their token invariant at the new level.
Now we turn our attention to the more challenging scenario
when sets move up in level having lost many elements and their
current density exceeds the threshold for their current level. So
consider the setting when a set S moves up from level i to level
i + `: we now show that each remaining element covered by S can
be given 2` + 1 tokens, which will be sufficient for it to satisfy the
new token invariant at level i + `, and also to expend one token
which we do in step (c) of the token distribution scheme. To this
end, consider the first time t init when a set S was added to level i,
and let covtinit (S) denote the initial set of elements it covers. Also
consider the first time t fin when it violates the invariant (i) for level
i, and so it moves to some higher level, say i + `. Let the set of
remaining elements at this time be covtfin (S). We now make some
observations regarding these cardinalities.
Firstly, because this set moves up from level i, its current density
c S/ |covt (S )| must be greater than 2i+10 . That is,
fin
|covtfin (S)| < c S/2i +10 .

(1)

Likewise, since it does not move up higher than i + `, its density
(S )| must be strictly less than 2i+`+1 (recall that when a set
fin
is relocated, it is placed in the highest level that can accommodate
it). Therefore we have,

c S/ |covt

3 If

|covtfin (S)| > c S/2i +`+1 .

(2)
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Thus we get that 2i+`+1 > 2i+10 , i.e., ` > 9. Next, we note that
when the set first entered level i at time t init , its density c S/|covtinit (S )|
must have been less than 2i+1 (otherwise we would have placed it
at level i + 1 or above); therefore, we have
|covtinit (S)| > c S/2i +1 .

(3)

Similarly, when the set (and the remaining elements it covers)
moves from level i to level i + ` at time t fin , its density is at least
2i+` , i.e.,
|covtfin (S)| ≤ c S/2i +` .
(4)
So from eqs. (3) and (4), we have that
|covtinit (S ) |/ |covt

fin

(S ) |

= 2`−1 .

To complete the proof, note that each element in covtinit (S) \
covtfin (S) left 1 token with the remaining elements covtfin (S) (since
it either departed from the instance or moved down at least one
level due to some new sets being formed). So the tokens which the
remaining elements gained is at least
|covtinit (S)| − |covtfin (S)| ≥ (2`−1 − 1) · |covtfin (S)|
≥ (2` + 1) · |covtfin (S)|
The last inequality uses ` ≥ 9. Hence, when the set (along with the
remaining elements) moves up to level i + `, each of these elements
get 2` extra tokens to meet their new token requirement.

Thus, we have shown that the token invariant holds at all times.
Therefore, by Claims 2.5, 2.6 and Theorems 2.3 and 2.7 we get the
following theorem.

only need to refer to the distinct sets containing an element. We
provide details in the full version of this paper [20].

2.2

(i) The current density ρ t (S, i) of a set S ∈ Lt (i) satisfies
2i ≤ ρ t (S, i) ≤ 2i+10 .
(ii) For each level i ∈ Z, there exists no set S ∈ F such that the
elements S ∩ At (i) can be brought down to level i − 1 or
below by adding a new copy of set S to St . Formally, there
exists no S ∈ F such that c S/vol(S ∩At (i),i) < 2i .

Theorem 2.8. The above algorithm satisfies the following properties:
(1) At all times t, the solution St is feasible for At and has cost
O(log nt ) times the optimal cost.
(2) Every time a new set is formed, each element expends one
token from the system.
(3) Every time a set changes level, each covered element expends
one token from the system.
Í
(4) The total number of tokens expended till timeT is O( Tt=1 log nt ).
Finally, we need some data structures to complete the description
of our fully dynamic algorithm. The crucial step to implement
fast is in the Stabilize procedure where we find the best density
set using elements currently covered at level i for some i. The
main observation is that we will look for such sets only when we
move an element to a new level, say i. Therefore, it should suffice
to look at the f sets containing an element whenever we change
its level, and see if their current densities c S /|At (i)| < 2i . Since
each element expends one token when it changes its level, the total
update time would then be within a factor f of the total number
of tokens spent by the elements, if we can maintain these data
structures consistently.Indeed, implementing this idea requires us
to be careful with the data-structure, although we use only simple
data-structures such as doubly-linked lists and arrays. One worry
could be that we are keeping multiple copies of a set in our solution,
and so this could play havoc with the parameter f . But in our
implementation, this seemingly higher f never gets used, and we

Dynamic Greedy for Recourse

In this section, we prove Theorem 1.1(i). Our algorithmic framework
is identical to the one in Section 2.1, with the crucial change being
that we don’t treat all elements equally . In fact, for each element
e ∈ At , we will also define its volume vol(e, i) as a function of e and
the level i it is located in. Similarly, for a set of elements X ⊆ At
and some level i, we extend the definition of volume to vol(X , i) =
Í
e ∈X vol(e, i). Now, for any set S ∈ St in the current solution
which covers the elements covt (S), we define its level-i-current
density to be ρ t (S, i) := c S/vol(covt (S ),i). This now corresponds to
the ratio of cost to the level-i volume of elements it covers. Finally, to
complete the description, we now define the volume of an element
e at some level i. Consider any element e and let S e denote the
minimum cost set containing e. Then let b(e) be the highest level i
such that 2i ≤ c S e . Then, the volume v(e, i) of element e at a level
i is defined to be 2i−b(e) . Note that the volume of an element is 1
at the level b(e) and decreases geometrically as it moves to lower
indexed levels. For the remainder of the sub-section, b(e) is said to
be the base level for element e.
Our algorithm (described in Algorithm 3) would always try to
find stable solutions where no local improvement in the current
density of sets is possible. We formalize this with the following
two invariants which our algorithm satisfies at the beginning all
time-steps:

Algorithm 3 RecourseAlgo(et , ±)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

if the operation σt is (et , +) then
let S be the cheapest set containing et
let b(e) be the highest level i such that 2i ≤ c S
Add copy of S to Lt (b(e)), set covt (S) = {et }
else if the operation σt is (et , −) then
denote φ t (e) by S, set covt (S) = covt (S) \ {e};
suppose S belongs to level Lt (i)
if covt (S) becomes empty then
remove S from St
else if current density ρ t (S, i) is > 2i+10 then
Let ` be highest level s.t. 2` ≤ ρ t (S, `)
move S to level `.
end if
end if
call Procedure Stabilize(t)

The analysis of this algorithm involves showing the following
properties:
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Algorithm 4 Stabilize(t)
1:
2:

3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

2i

while ∃S ∈ F & level i
< do
let i ? ≤ i be the highest index such that
?
c S/vol(S ∩At (i),i ? ) ≤ 2i +10
add a copy of set S to our solution
set covt (S) to S ∩ At (i), assign S to the level i ?
while ∃X ∈ Lt (i) s.t. covt (X ) ∩ covt (S) , ∅ do
set covt (X ) ← covt (X ) \ covt (S)
update ρ t (X , i) accordingly
if covt (X ) = ∅ then
remove X from the solution
else if current density of X is > 2i+10 then
Let ` be highest level s.t. 2` ≤ ρ t (X , `)
move X to level `
end if
end while
end while
s.t. c S/vol(S ∩At (i),i)

?

2i ≤

Proof. Suppose not, and suppose there exists an element e currently covered in level ` ≥ b(e) + 1 in a solution St which satisfies
invariants (i) and (ii). Let S be the cheapest set containing e. Therefore, by definition of b(e), we have that 2b(e) ≤ c S < 2b(e)+1 , and
moreover, that vol(e, b(e)) = 1. But now, we claim that S along
with e would violate invariant (ii) at level `. Indeed, we have that
c S /vol(e, `) ≤ c S /2 < 2b(e) < 2` , which establishes the desired
contradiction.

The next lemma asserts that all density levels lower than i t can
be more or less ignored in calculating the cost of the solution.
Lemma 2.11. The total cost of all subsets in levels below i t is
O(Optt ).
Proof. Every set S at a level below i t has density at most
2i t +10 ≤ 2 · (Optt /nt ) · 210 . Since the volume of every element
at any levels is at most 1 (as it always appears in a level at most its
base level from Claim 2.10), and there are at most nt elements in
the current active set At , the total cost of sets in all levels including
and below level i t is at most Optt · 211 .


Correctness. For any unstable solution, the sequence of fix operations is finite. Furthermore, any subset can always be placed in
some level.
Competitive Ratio. Any stable solution has total cost O(log nt ) times
Optt .
Recourse. The number of sets added by this algorithm to the solution,
averaged over the element arrivals and departures, is O(1).
The proof of termination of Stabilize is identical to Claim 2.1 and
we omit it for avoiding redundancy. Next, we prove the validity of
the algorithm by showing that every subset can be placed at some
level. In particular, this shows that the term i ∗ is well defined in
the algorithm Stabilize.

We next bound the cost of sets in any single level.
Lemma 2.12. The total cost of all subsets in any level i ≥ i t at any
time step is O(Optt ).
Proof. Suppose not, and there exists some level i > i t such
that the sum of costs of sets in density level i is strictly greater
than Optt · 210 . Then, since the density of every set in level i is at
most 2i+10 , it follows that the total volume of elements in level i is
strictly greater than Optt /2i . Since these elements are covered by
an optimal solution of total cost Optt , it follows that there exists
some set S ∈ F which would have current density in this level
strictly less than 2i , which then contradicts invariant (ii).


Lemma 2.9. Every set covering a non-empty subset of elements can
be placed at some density level.

Finally, we show that levels above i t + log nt + 1 are empty.

Proof. Consider a set S covering a subset X of elements, and
suppose it does not satisfy the density condition in invariant (i) for
any level. Since vol(X , i) is an increasing function of i, there must
be two adjacent levels i and i + 1 such that the set S has too low a
density for level i + 1 and too high a density for level i. In other
words, the former condition implies that 2i+1 > c S/vol(X,i+1) and
2i+10 < c S/vol(X,i). But note that by the way we have defined vol,
we have vol(X , i) = 2vol(X , i + 1), which in turn implies that

Proof. This follows from Claim 2.10. Indeed, note that Optt ≥
for all e ∈ At since 2b(e) defines a lower bound on the cost
of the cheapest set covering e. Therefore, the highest level with
any element is at most maxe ∈At b(e) which is at most log Optt ≤
log ρ t + log nt ≤ i t + log nt .


2i+10 < c S/vol(X,i) = 2c S/vol(X,i+1) < 2 · 2i+1 = 2i+2 ,
which gives us the desired contradiction.



Bounding Cost. Next we bound the cost of our solution. Let Optt
denotes the cost of the optimal solution at time t. Let ρ t denote
Optt /nt . let i t be the index such that 2i t −1 < ρ t ≤ 2i t .
We first begin with a simple but useful claim about the highest
level an element can belong in.
Claim 2.10. Consider any solution St which satisfies the invariants (i) and (ii). Then, for all elements e ∈ At , e will be covered in a
level at most b(e). So the volume of e is at most 1.

Lemma 2.13. There are no sets in St at levels above i t + log nt .
2b(e)

Bounding Recourse. Finally, we show the recourse bound. This
will be proved via a token scheme, where the token invariant is
that every element, when it first enters a level, has tokens equal
to its volume at the corresponding level; over time, it may gain
more tokens as it stays at this level. It uses these extra tokens if it
moves to a higher level where our invariant will require it to have a
higher token requirement. When an element arrives, the invariant
is satisfied because it enters its base level and therefore, requires
one token which can be charged to the element arrival. This is the
only external injection of tokens into the system. Hence, if we are
able to show a) that the token invariant can be maintained and
b) whenever a new set is added to the solution, we can expend a
constant λ amount of (fractional) tokens from the system, then we
can claim that the total number of sets ever added (and therefore
ever deleted) is at most 1/λ times the number of element arrivals.

Online and Dynamic Algorithms for Set Cover
We now describe the token-based argument we use to bound
the recourse, starting with the crucial invariant we maintain and
then the token distribution scheme.
Token Invariant: Consider any element e ∈ At which is covered
at level i in the current solution St . Then, it has tokens at least as
much as its level-i volume vol(e, i).
Token Distribution Scheme: As before, We inject tokens when
elements arrive, and redistribute them when elements get covered
by new sets or depart. Crucially, our redistribution would ensure
that every time a new set is added to St , a constant λ units of tokens
are expended from the system. More formally:
(a) Element arrival σt = (et , +): We give et two units of
tokens, and et immediately expends one unit of token for
the formation of the singleton set covering it.
(b) Element departure σt = (et , −): Suppose e was covered
by some set S at level i. Then et equally distributes its tokens (at least vol(et , i)) to the remaining elements covered
by S.
(c) Stabilize operation: Suppose we add a set S to the solution
St at some level i ? during an iteration of the While loop
in Stabilize. Consider any element e now covered by S but
earlier covered by some set X at level i. Suppose e has
τe ≥ vol(e, i) tokens (since it currently satisfies the token
invariant). To satisfy e’s new token requirement, e retains
vol(e, i ? ) tokens. Then, e expends 1/2(τe − vol(e, i)) tokens
from the system toward the creation of this set, and equally
distributes the remaining 1/2(τe − vol(e, i)) tokens among
the remaining elements still covered by X , i.e., the set of
elements covt (X ) \ covt (S).
We now show that the above scheme will maintain the token
invariant at all time-steps, and also guarantee a) that the number of
tokens brought into the system is bounded by O(t) after t element
operations, and b) that at least λ = 2−12 tokens are expended any
time a new set is added to St . To this end, we begin with the
following easy claims.
Claim 2.14. The total number of tokens introduced into the system
is at most 2t.
Proof. The only injection of tokens into the system is on element arrivals, when we introduce 2 tokens into the system per
arrival.

Claim 2.15. Whenever a new set is created, λ ≥ 2−11 units of
tokens are expended from the system.
Proof. If the new set is added when an element arrives, then
we expend one token from the system by definition in the token
distribution scheme. So consider the case when a new set S is formed
at some time-step t in some level i. We first show that the total leveli volume of the elements covt (S) now covered by S is at least 2−10 .
Indeed, consider an element e ∈ covt (S) with base level b(e). Recall
that the base level is defined according to the minimum cost set
containing e, and so we have c S ≥ 2b(e) . But since the set is formed
at level i, its current density satisfies ρ t (S, i) ≤ 2i+10 . It follows that
the total level-i volume vol(covt (S), i) of elements covered by this
set S is at least c S /ρ t (S, i) ≥ 2b(e)−i−10 . So if i ≤ b(e), we get the
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desired bound on the volume of the new set formed. On the other
hand, if i > b(e), then it already has vol(e, i) > 1 and again we have
vol(covt (S), i) ≥ 1 in this case.
Next, note that when the new set is formed, each element e newly
covered by S has dropped its level by at least 1, since this is the
criterion for forming new sets in Stabilize. This implies that each
such element had at least vol(e, i ? + 1) = 2vol(e, i ? ) tokens before
the new set was formed. Then, it retains vol(e, i ? ) tokens to satisfy
its new token requirement, and expends at least 1/2(2vol(e, i ? ) −
vol(e, i ? )) = 1/2vol(e, i ? ) tokens for the formation of the new set.
Since each newly covered element does the same, we get that the
Í
total tokens expended is at least 1/2 e ∈covt (S ) vol(e, i ? ) ≥ 2−11
from the above volume lower bound.

Claim 2.16. The Token Invariant is always satisfied.
Proof. We first show that the invariant is satisfied after a new
element arrives, i.e., the operation σ t is (e, +). By definition, element
e gets covered by a set at level b(e), and so, its token invariant
requires it to have vol(e, b(e) = 1 tokens which we give it when
it arrives. Similarly, if the operation is (e, −), we simply delete e,
and there is one fewer token invariant to satisfy. Now we show
that the operation Stabilize maintains the invariant. To this end,
suppose we find a set S during an iteration of the While loop
of procedure Stabilize. Firstly note that the elements which are
covered by the new set have requisite number of tokens since they
each drop their level by at least one and we ensure in the token
scheme property (c) that they retain sufficiently many tokens to
satisfy their token invariant at the new level (even after expending
some tokens).
Now we turn our attention to the more challenging scenario
when sets move up in level having lost many elements and their
current density exceeds the threshold for their current level. So
consider the setting when a set S moves up from level i to level i + `,
and consider the first time t init when a set S was added to leveli, and let vol(covtinit (S), i) denote the initial level-i volume of the
elements it covers. Also consider the first time t fin when it violates
the invariant (i) for level i, and so it moves to some level, say i + `.
Let its level-i volume of the remaining elements at this time be
vol(covtfin (S), i). We now make some observations regarding these
volumes through the corresponding current densities.
Firstly, because this set moves up from level i its level-i current
density c S/vol(covtfin (S ),i) must be greater than 2i+10 . That is,
vol(covtfin (S), i) < c S/2i +10 .

(5)

Likewise, since it does not move up higher than i + `, its leveli + ` + 1-density c S/vol(covtfin (S ),i+`+1) must be strictly less than
2i+`+1 (recall that when a set is relocated, it is placed in the highest
level that can accommodate it). Therefore we have,
vol(covtfin (S), i + ` + 1) > c S/2i +`+1 .
2`+1

(6)

Also, vol(covtfin (S), i + ` + 1) =
· vol(covtfin (S), i) by definition of the volume function. Along with Equations (5) and (6), this
implies that 2i+`+1 · 2`+1 > 2i+10 , i.e., ` > 5.
Next, we note that when the set first entered level i at time t init ,
its level-(i + 1) density c S/vol(covtinit (S ),i+1) must have been less than
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2i+1 (otherwise we would have placed it at level i + 1 or above);
therefore, we have
vol(covtinit (S), i + 1) > c S/2i +1 ,
and so it’s level-i volume satisfies
vol(covtinit (S), i) > c S/2i +2 ,

(7)

(8)

Similarly, when the set (and the remaining elements it covers) moves
from level i to level i + ` at time t fin , its level-(i + `) density is at
least 2i+` , i.e.,
vol(covtfin (S), i + `) ≤ c S/2i +` ,

(9)

and hence its level-i volume satisfies
vol(covtfin (S), i) ≤ c S/2i +2` .

(10)

So from eqs. (8) and (10), and the fact that ` ≥ 5, we get
vol(covtinit (S ),i)/vol(covt

fin

(S ),i)

= 22`−2 ≥ 16 · 2` .

To complete the proof, note that all the elements in covtinit (S) \
covtfin (S) together left 1/4 of their vol(covtinit (S) \ covtfin (S), i) tokens with the remaining elements covtfin (S). So the tokens which
the remaining elements gained is at least

1/4 vol(covt init (S) \ covt (S), i)
fin

= 1/4 vol(covtinit (S), i) − vol(covtfin (S), i)

≥ 1/4 16 · 2` vol(covtfin (S), i) − vol(covtfin (S), i)
≥

2` · vol(covtfin (S), i) = vol(covtfin (S), i + `)

Hence, when the set (along with the remaining elements) moves up
to level i + `, these elements have as many tokens as their volume
in level i + `, ensuring that the token invariant holds.

Thus, we have shown that the token invariant holds at all times.
By Claims 2.14, 2.15, 2.16, we get the following lemma.
Lemma 2.17. The total number of sets added till time T is at most

dynamic maximal-matching algorithm of [37].) Our algorithm follows a similar framework as [10], but we use a more nuanced and
apparently novel asymmetric token transfer scheme in the analysis
to remove the dependence on n in the update time. We then outline our algorithm with improved bounds in the recourse model:
we get f -competitiveness with O(1) recourse, establishing Theorem 1.1(b).4

3.1

Set and Element “Levels”. At all times, each set S ∈ F resides at
an integer level, denoted by level(S). For an element e ∈ At , define level(e) := maxS :e ∈S level(S) to be the largest level of any set
covering it.
Set and Element “Dual Values”. Given levels for sets and elements,
the dual value of an element e is defined to be y(e) := 2−level(e) . The
dual value of a set S ∈ F is the sum of dual values of its elements,
Í
y(S) := e ∈S ∩At y(e).
Recall the dual of the set cover LP:
Í
Í
max{ e ∈At ỹe | e ∈At ∩S ỹe ≤ c S ∀S ∈ F, ỹe ≥ 0}.

2T/λ .

Putting Theorems 2.3 and 2.17 together, we get:
Theorem 2.18. For any sequence of T insertions or deletions, there
is an efficient algorithm which maintains a collection of set cover
solutions St such that each St is O(log nt )-competitive for the active
set At , and the total recourse (i.e., number of sets added or deleted) is
O(T ).

3

DYNAMIC PRIMAL DUAL ALGORITHMS

In the previous section, we saw dynamic algorithms inspired by
the greedy analysis of set cover. However, the natural greedy algorithms do not yield competitive ratio better than O(log n) even
for special cases like the vertex cover problem. So we turn our
attention to dynamic algorithms based on the primal-dual framework, which typically have approximation ratios depending on
the parameter f , the maximum number of sets containing any element. Our first result is a deterministic fully-dynamic algorithm in
the update time model with O(f 3 )-competitiveness and an update
time of O(f 2 ) (establishing Theorem 1.2(b)). Note that for vertex
cover this gives constant-competitiveness with deterministic constant update time. (The randomized version of this result for the
special case of unweighted vertex cover follows from the recent

Dynamic Primal Dual for Update Time

Given a set system (U , F), and an element e, let Fe denote the sets
containing e, and let fe := |Fe |. For simplicity we assume we know
f such that fe ≤ f for all e ∈ At ; we discharge this assumption
easily in the full version. Like the dynamic greedy algorithms in the
earlier sections, our algorithm assigns each set to a level, but the
intuition now is different. Firstly, only the sets in the solution St
were assigned levels in Section 2.1, whereas all sets will be assigned
levels in the primal-dual framework. Secondly, the intuition of
a level in the greedy framework corresponds to the density (or
incremental cost-per-element covered) of the sets, whereas the
intuition of a level here loosely corresponds to how quickly a set
becomes tight if we run the standard off-line primal-dual algorithm
on the current set of active elements. Sets that become tight sooner
are in higher levels. We also define base levels, but now these are
defined not for elements but for sets.

(11)

Now our solution at time t is simply all sets whose dual constraints
are approximately tight, i.e., St = {S : y(S) ≥ c S/β } for β := 32f . In
addition, we will try to ensure that the duals y(e) we maintain will
be approximately feasible for (11), i.e., for every set S, y(S) ≤ βc S .
Then, bounding the cost becomes a simple application of LP duality.
The main challenge is in maintaining such a dual solution dynamically. We achieve this by defining a base level for every set
to indicate non-tight dual constraints, and ensuring that all sets
strictly above their base levels always have approximately tight
dual constraints. Formally, the base level for set S is defined to
be b(S) := −dlog(βc S )e − 1, and our solution St consists of all
sets that are located strictly above their respective base levels, i.e.,
St = {S ∈ F : level(S) > b(S)}. (To initialize, each set S is placed
at level b(S).) We will ensure that each set resides at level b(S) or
higher.
We ensure the approximate tightness and approximate feasibility
of dual constraints using the stability property below.
4 In

fact, we can get stronger guarantees for both the algorithms to have competitive
ratio depend only on f t , the maximum frequency at time t and not f = maxt f t ;
details appear in the full version [20].
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Stable Solutions. A solution St is stable if: for all sets S with level(S) >
b(S) we have y(S) ∈ [c S/β , βc S ], and for all S with level(S) = b(S)
we have y(S) < βc S .
We now give the intuition behind this definition of base levels.
Suppose a new element e arrives and it is uncovered, i.e., all its
covering sets are at their base levels. Then, element e has a dual
value of y(e) = 1/2b(Se ) > 2βc S e , where S e is the minimum-cost set
containing e. This implies that y(S e ) > 2βc S e , and so our algorithm
moves S e up to a higher level and includes it in the solution.
Loosely, the algorithm follows the principle of least effort towards ensuring stability of all sets: if at some point y(S) is too large,
S moves up the least number of levels so that the resulting y(S)
falls within the admissible range – observe that as S moves up one
level, every element e in S for which level(e) = level(S) halves its
current dual value. Similarly if y(S) is too small, it moves down until
y(S) ≥ c S/β . Indeed, since the competitive ratio is defined purely
by the two barriers 1/β and β, this lazy approach is very natural if
the goal is to minimize the number of updates.
Arrival: When e arrives, the current levels for sets define
y(e) := 1/maxS :e ∈S 2level(S ) . Update y(S) for all sets. Run
Stabilize.
Departure: Delete e from At . Update y(S) for all sets. Run
Stabilize.
Stabilize: Repeatedly perform the following steps until the
solution is stable: If for some set S at level level(S) we have
y(S) > βc S , find the lowest level ` 0 > level(S) such that
placing S at level ` 0 results in y(S) ≤ βc S . Analogously, if
y(S) < c S/β , find the highest level ` 0 , b(S) ≤ ` 0 < level(S),
such that placing S at level ` 0 will satisfy the stability condition for S at this level (it can be shown that such a level
always exists).
Lemma 3.1 (Stability ⇒ Approximation). Any stable solution
St has cost O(f 3 ) Optt .
Proof. The cost of St is
Õ
Õ
Õ
cS ≤ β
y(S) = β
S ∈St

S ∈St

Given these observations, it suffices to control the sizes of the
sets outnew (S) and outold (S), and charge them to distinct arrivals.
Again, we use a token scheme for the amortized analysis of these
costs.
Token Distribution: When an element arrives, it gives 20f tokens
to each of the f sets containing it, totaling O(f 2 ) tokens. When an
element departs, it gives 1 token to each of the f sets covering it.
When a set moves up from some level ` to level ` ∗ in Stabilize, it
expends f · |outnew (S)| tokens to pay for the update-time, and for
all e ∈ outnew (S) it transfers 1 token to each set S 0 ∈ Fe . Similarly
when a set moves down in Stabilize, it expends f · |outold (S)| tokens,
and for all e ∈ outold (S) it transfers 20f tokens to each S 0 ∈ Fe .
Note the asymmetry between the number of tokens transferred in the
two cases!
Note that at most 20f 2 tokens are injected per element arrival
or departure. Moreover, from the discussion above, the total update
time for each up/downward move is O(1) times the number of
tokens expended from the system. In what follows, we show that
we never expend more tokens than we inject – thus obtaining an
amortized O(f 2 ) bound on update times. To this end, we divide the
movement of a set S into epochs, where each up-epoch is a maximal
set of contiguous upward moves of S and a down-epoch is a maximal
set of contiguous downward moves of S. (Epochs may span different
calls to Stabilize.)
Lemma 3.2 (Up-Epochs). Consider an up-epoch of a set S ending
at level `. The total number of tokens expended or transferred by S
during this epoch is at most 2`+8 f 2c S . Moreover, the total number of
tokens that S gained during this epoch is at least 2`+8 f 2c S .
Proof. Consider an up-epoch where S moves from `0 → . . . →
`k = ` via a sequence of up-moves. The tokens expended and transferred during the upward move `i−1 → `i is (f + f ) · |outnew (S)| ≤
(2f )β 2`i c S . The inequality holds because S satisfies the stability
condition when it settles at level `i , and each out-element has dual
value 1/2`i . Therefore, the total tokens transferred/expended in this
entire up-epoch is at most
2f

Õ

S ∈St e ∈S ∩At

y(e) ≤ f β

Õ

y(e).

e ∈At

Now since y(e)/β is a feasible dual solution (see the set cover dual
in (11)), the lemma follows from LP duality.

3.1.1 Bounding the Update Time. As with the analyses of our
dynamic greedy algorithms, most updates happen when the solution stabilizes itself at various points. Indeed, even termination
of Stabilize is a priori not clear. In any call to Stabilize when a set
S moves, let outold (S) and outnew (S) respectively denote the outelements of S at the beginning and end of the move. These are the
elements whose level is equal to the level of S, i.e., elements for
which all sets containing them reside at levels level(S) or lower.
Following Solomon [37], we first show that the total update
time for maintaining our data structures in an upward move is
O(f · |outnew (S)|), and that in a downward move is O(f · |outold (S)|).
We provide details of the data structures establishing these bounds
in the full version [20].

k
Õ

β2`i c S ≤ 4β f 2` c S .

i=1

Using β = 32f proves the first claim.
For the second claim, consider the moment when this epoch
started. We first observe that when S had moved down to level `0
at the end of the previous epoch say at time t 0 , then yt0 (S) < 2c S/β .
Indeed, if this epoch is the first ever epoch for set S then yS was
0. Else it was preceded by a down-epoch, in which case the final
down-move in the previous epoch happened because yS < c S/β
and the down-move can at most double the yt0 (S) value at level `0 .
Let S(t 0 ) be the elements of S which were active at that time. Now
suppose at time t 0 , we hypothetically placed S in level ` − 1 without
changing the levels of other sets. Let yt00 (e) be the corresponding
dual values for elements given by the sets being in these levels, and
Í
let yt00 (S) := e ∈S (t0 ) yt00 (e). Clearly, yt00 (S) < 2c S/β as well, since
we are hypothetically placing S at a higher level ` − 1 instead of
`0 ≤ ` − 1. Now consider the ending time t 1 of the up-epoch, just
before we move S from ` − 1 to `. Let S(t 1 ) be the elements of S
active at this time, and let yt1 (e) be the dual values for all elements
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Í
in S(t 1 ). Then, yt1 (S) := e ∈S (t1 ) yt1 (e). Clearly yt1 (S) > βc S , else
we will not move S from ` − 1 to `.
Note that we placed S at level ` − 1 in both settings, so the
increase from yt00 (S) to yt1 (S) of more than (β −2)c S can only happen
because (a) there are elements in S(t 1 ) that are not present in S(t 0 ),
or (b) there are elements in S(t 1 ) ∩ S(t 0 ) that have moved down
since time t 0 . Each such element can contribute at most 2−(`−1) to
yt1 (S) − yt00 (S), so there must be at least 2`−1 · (β − 1)c S ≥ 15f c S 2`
events in total, and our token distribution scheme now says that S
would have collected at least 300f 2c S 2` ≥ 2`+8 f 2c S tokens in this
epoch, completing the proof.

Remark: Note that in the above lemma, the update time is bounded
in terms of tokens expended, and this seemingly depends on set
cost c S . At first glance, this might appear strange because update
times should be invariant to cost scaling. A closer scrutiny, however,
reveals that the update time is indeed scale-free since higher set
costs imply lower levels in the algorithm, and vice-versa. In other
words, on scaling, the change in c S is compensated by an opposite
change in 2` .
A similar lemma holds for down-epochs.
Lemma 3.3 (Down-Epochs). Consider a down-epoch for set S
starting at level `. The number of tokens expended/transferred by S
during this epoch is at most 2`+1 f c S . Moreover, the total number of
tokens S gained in the beginning of this epoch is at least 2`+1 f c S .
The above two lemmas show that for each set S and each epoch,
the total number of tokens S expends or transfers is no more than
what it receives via transfers or arrivals/departures. This shows
that the total tokens never becomes negative, and hence proves the
amortized bound.

3.2

Dynamic Primal Dual for Recourse

In this section, we consider the recourse model and give an algorithm with stronger guarantees than the one in the previous
section. Our algorithm is inspired by the following offline algorithm for set cover – arrange the elements in some arbitrary order
and probe them in this order. We maintain a tentative solution S
which is initially empty. When we probe an element e, two cases
arise: (i) the element e is already covered by an element e ∈ S: in
this case, we do nothing, or (ii) there is no such set in S: in this
case, we pick a random set from Fe , where a set S ∈ Fe is chosen
1/c
with probability Í 0 S1/c 0 . This algorithm is O(f )-competitive
S
S ∈Fe
in expectation [33].
We now describe our dynamic implementation of this algorithm.
Recall that At denotes the set of active elements at time t. At all
times t, we maintain a partition of At into two sets Pt (called the
probed set) and Q t (the unprobed set). Elements on which we have
performed the random experiment outlined above are the ones in
the probed set. We also maintain a bijection φ from Pt to St , the
set cover solution at time t, i.e., for every probed element, there is
a unique set in St and vice-versa. Elements can move from Q t to
Pt at a latter point of time (i.e., an element currently in Q t can be
in Pt 0 for some t 0 > t), but once an element is in set Pt it stays in
Pt 0 for all t 0 ≥ t (till the element departs).
We now describe the procedures which will be used our algorithm. At certain times, our algorithm may choose to probe an

unprobed element. This will happen when there is no set in the
current solution covering this element.
Probing an element. When an unprobed element e ∈ Q t −1 is
probed by the algorithm at time t, it selects a single set that it
belongs to, where a set S containing e is chosen with probability
Í 1/c S
. This chosen set S is added to the current solution of the
1/c 0
0
S ∈Fe

S

algorithm: St := St −1 ∪ {S }. Element e moves from the unprobed
set to the probed set: Pt = Pt −1 ∪ {e} and Q t = Q t −1 \ {e}. As long
as e remains in the instance, i.e., is not deleted, the set S will also
remain in the solution. We say that e is responsible for S and denote
φ(e) := S.
Having defined the process of probing elements, we explain how elements are probed. These probes are triggered by element insertions
and deletions as described below.
Element Arrivals. Suppose element e arrives at time t. If e is
already covered in the current solution St −1 , it is added to the
unprobed set (i.e., Q t = Q t −1 ∪ {e}), and the solution remains
unchanged (St = St −1 ). Else, if e is not covered in the current
solution, then it is probed (which adds a set φ(e) to St as described
above), and we set Pt = Pt −1 ∪ {e}.
Element Departures. Suppose element e departs from the instance at time t. If e is currently unprobed, then we set Q t = Q t \{e},
but the solution remains unchanged: St = St −1 . Else if e is a probed
element, then we set Pt = Pt −1 \ {e}. In addition, the set φ(e) is
also removed from the previous solution St −1 . This might lead to
some elements in Q t becoming uncovered in the current solution.
We pick the first uncovered element5 and probe it, which adds a set
covering it to S. This set might cover some previously uncovered
elements. This process continues, with the first uncovered element
in the unprobed set being probed in each iteration. The probing
ends once all elements in the unprobed set (and therefore, all elements overall) are covered by the chosen sets. We then define this
solution as St .
It is easy to see the recourse bound: no set is deleted when
elements arrive, and at most 1 set is deleted when an element
departs. (Recall that we piggyback set additions on deletions.)
Competitive Ratio. To show the competitive ratio, it is useful to
denote the set of elements in S at time t by S t . Note that S t evolves
over time. The main property that we prove is the following.
Lemma 3.4. At time t, for any set S t ,
 Õ



E 
c φ(e)  ≤ f · c S t .
e ∈S t ∩Pt



Proof. Since the adversary is oblivious of the random choices
made by the algorithm, we can consider a fixed input sequence.
Further, we condition on the random choices of elements not in S t
(irrespective of whether they are probed or not). We will show the
desired bound under this conditioning, and so the result will follow
once we remove the conditioning.
The execution of our algorithm can now be seen as a tree. Given
the fixed input sequence, and coin tosses of elements not in S t , we
can determine the first element probed by the algorithm. Similarly,
given the random choices of the first i elements in S t which get
5 We

assume an arbitrary but fixed ordering on the elements.
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probed, we can determine which element in S t will be probed next.
Therefore, let us define a sequence of random variables X 1 , X 2 , . . .
and Y1 , Y2 , . . ., where X i is the i t h element of S t that gets probed,
and Yi is the set selected by this probed element. If we probe less
than i elements, then X i and Yi are defined as ⊥. Now observe that
given X 1 , Y1 , . . . , X i−1 , Yi−1 , we can determine the identity of X i .
Also, we need to define these random variables for i ≤ |S t | only.
For notational convenience, let m denote |S t |. Finally, observe that
 Õ
 Õ


 
E 
c φ(e)  =
E cYi ,
e ∈S t ∩Pt

i


where cYi is 0 if Yi = ⊥. Now we state the induction hypothesis.
hÍ
i
IH(i): E m
j=1 c Yj | X 1 , Y1 , . . . , X i−1 , Yi−1 ≤ f · c S t .
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To complete the analysis, we use a dual fitting argument. Define
the dual of an element e as c φ (e )/f (and 0 if the element is unprobed).
The above lemma implies that this dual is feasible in expectation.
Note that the dual objective is a 1/f fraction of the cost of algorithm’s
solution. Hence, by standard LP duality, the competitive ratio of
the algorithm is f in expectation.
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